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1. INTRODUCTION
- Egyptian cults in the Mediterranean
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HISTORICAL PROBLEM
Early in the Ptolemaic era (cca 305 - 167 BCE), the Egyptian cults 
spread successfully to the ports in the ancient Mediterranean.
The main hypotheses in the academic discussion:

a) Maritime trade (Egypt as exporter of grain, Sailors as worshippers)
b) Political propaganda (Cults of Isis tied to the ruling dynasty)
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RESEARCH PROBLEM

OutcomeEpicenter

Process?
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GEOGRAPHICAL EXTENT
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CHECKLIST
1. Construct a model of the network of ancient Mediterranean maritime 
routes 
2. Set the rules of distribution, flow, connectivity, etc.
3. Make statistical analysis correlating the variables influencing the spread
4. Run various simulations on this network model (in the number of cycles 
corresponding to cca 164 years)
•Let the „the Egyptian cults“ start to spread by ships from Alexandria
5. Analyse the patterns of distribution and compare them against the known 
data

DONE!
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

This statistical analysis measures and correlates distances between multiple variables 
including locations of Egyptian temples and artifacts, locations affected by the Ptolemaic 
political affairs, locations potentially involved in the maritime trade with the Ptolemies, and 
locations with the strategical position on the ancient Mediterranean maritime transportation 
network.
The main aim of the analysis is to find patterns between the geographical distances of 
selected variables which could be subsequently interpreted in the context of the research 
question - Which factors stood behind the successful early spread of the Egyptian cults?
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2.  MARITIME NETWORK
- Gods on the barge in the Aegean
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NETWORK CONSTRUCTION
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- extracted geometries of all relevant islands in our area of interest

- filtered relevant major ancient ports from dataset of modern and 
ancient ports (Arthur de Graauw)

- maps from Arnaud (Les routes de la navigation antique: itinéraires 
en Méditerranée) were scanned and georeferenced in GIS software 
and all the routes were redrawn

+ Validation (radii, AWMC)



MOTIVATION - DISTANCES BETWEEN ISLANDS
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Two forms of maritime network
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CENTRALITY

Global centrality values
- betweenness/closeness
- eigenvector/degree
- …

Real situation
- only ships from Alexandria
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3.  ENVIRO - MODEL
- Reconstructing history with geography
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BACKGROUND

- Physical predispositions of island 
-> quality of food production

- Food consumed = 
food produced + food trade saldo 
(  food imported  - food exported )

- Quantity of consumed food ~ 
number of inhabitants
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MODEL SCHEME

-
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REAL MODEL - ArcGIS
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INPUT DATA - TERRAIN

-
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INPUT DATA - SOILS

-
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INPUT DATA - RAINFALL

-
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MODEL OUTPUT - LOCAL PRODUCTION

-
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INPUT DATA - POPULATION

-
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MODEL OUTPUT - STARVATION COEFFICIENT

-
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4.  POLITICAL LEVEL
- Gods in the army 
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WARS INFLUENCING MOBILITY
Fifth War of the Successors (288-285 BCE)

In 287 BCE Ptolemy I took the Island League from the Antigonid hands. Ptolemies then controlled the Cyclades for the 
next three decades.

Chremonidean War (267-261 BCE)

Patroklos, the strategos of the Ptolemaic forces, led the fleet to Attika and on his way he garrisoned strategical ports.

Cretan Itanos, Island of Thera, Island of Keos and the Arsinoe-Methana peninsula in Attika

Other Ptolemaic garrisons: Ephesos, Samos, Xanthos
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ARMY

- Garrisons
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RELIGION

- Temples
- Artefacts
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5.  STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
- ...near things are more related than distant things
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ISLANDS WITH DATA
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DISTANCE TO THE CLOSEST TEMPLE
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DISTANCE TO THE CLOSEST ARMY GARRISON
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CENTRALITY
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NESIOTIC LEAGUE
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DISTANCE FROM ALEXANDRIA
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MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

- Mathematical exploration
- Relevant correlations
- Looking for model

doc. RNDr. Zdeněk Pospíšil, Dr.
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MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

Centrality value to 
distance to the closest 
temple
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL - RESULTS

Presence of the Ptolemaic garrisons intensifies the presence of the cult (40-50% of variability)

Agricultural self-sufficiency reduces the presence of the cult (10-15% of variability)

Higher degrees of centrality intensify the presence of the cult (around 10% of variability)

The agricultural factor is gaining significance in areas far from garrisons
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6.  DISCUSSION
- Next steps
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DISCUSSION
- More mathematical models could be found
- Centrality - political or trade factor?
- More data possible to be found

- Other/Side outputs of the analysis:
- Army presence was dependent on Nesiotic league 
- Temples and army bases were built on central places 

(islands with higher centrality)
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DISCUSSION

Potential future input/variables:
- Cult of the Ptolemaic queen Arsinoe II
- Enemy garrisons and actions
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Thank you!
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